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[NTRODIICTION 

This  is  the  third quarterly technicdl   report  for Lonfact No. 
F 30602-72-C-0305,    The obiect of the proqram is t.n provide tiitureticai 
studies of selected topics associated with  light-bean prnpagatiou 
*hrouqh a turbulent atmosphere.    The present problem of interest har. 
to do with atmospheric imaqimi and imaqe restoration.    The problem is 
to define and estimate the size of the Isoolanatic pdtcr,  for ütmosoheri: 
imaqe restoration schemes.    This problem is of par       -   ir   inoortar 
to those intereit?d in taking detailed photoqrapns of tes 
with qround-based telescooes.    It may also be of interest to these 
doinq long distance imaging of terrestrial  objects. 

Imaqe restoration sciemes an1 based on  tne concept that if the 
diHjradation  for a sinqle point were known it would qlys  efficient 
information to reverse tie degradation process becausf cne image is 
basically a group of points,   (the object convolved with the point 
response function), end it   i-> assumed that all  points are deqraded 
Identically.    That assumption would be conmletely v.ilid if light from 

»■vi'ry point on the ubi.'ct and from the reference source came through 
exactly the sane atmospheric index fluctuation-,.    Since the objeel  Is 
a duster of points, the question  is then how far can the points on the 
object be separated from the reference souru1 before  the atmospher 
affects the various deqraded point imaqes sufficiently differently that 
no appreciable imaqe restoration can be accomplished.    The linear dimen- 
sion of such an area at the range of the object is the isoplanatic patch 
size.    It provides a limit on the size of the object that can be 
restored with a sinqle n. cerence source. 

This report discusses some of the schemes for imaqe  restoration 
in general  and then presents preliminary calculations  uring a scheme 
capable of estimating the  isoplanatic patch size for a simple situation. 
In  the first section various  restoiation schemes are indicated, the 
concept of isoplanatic patch is discussed and restrictions to the 
applicability of isoplanaticistr. are indicated.     In Section  II  a 
particular approach is introduced.    It is based on o truncated series 
representation of the phase of the incoming electromagnetic field. 
Several other possible  representations are also indcated.    Section  III 
contains derivations of general expressions  for atmcsphencdily 
degraded images and for images restored using the Fourier transform tech- 
nique     These expressions are then discussed in the light of the 
question of isoplanatic patch size, and of certain restoration problems. 



I. [)1 V.1JSS10N Of   ISOPlANATh   PATCH 

in this section we consider situations i'i which the concept of 
fsoplanatlc patch is us(>ful.   Various point'- >in  nade indicating 
restrictions  useful   In  ib. definition.    Several   schemes have been 
suggested for the restoration of atmo n^ric<illy degraded images 
(Wood-, Hole,  nh6).    Among them are  the technlqu       I i  squire1. 
Tittin<j (Helstmn. .    ntropy max tion (Fi 

-rier transform deconvolutl '66), . '), 
holographic phase correct ,  (Gasklll,    968). speckle 
interferometry  (Gezarl«  ]i)//) ar.d point bv point v.'dv<?front pre- 
processing  (Vyce,  1973).     Irfteqe processino In genera'  Das   ll  o been 
discussed (Huang, 1971), (Andrews, 1972).   Of these the Fourier 
trarsform, holographic and preprocessing schemes are of interest 
because they obtain their information  from an additional  point 
reference source. 

There are several  points in common with these procedures that 
help to define the isoplanatic patch studv.    The first is that the 
;soplanatic patch basically refers to instantaneous single recordings 
where it is hoped that the reference source contains sufficient in- 
formation so a> to allow complete imaqe rostoraC/ün.    An ensemble 
average  is not employed.     Indeed if the ensemiiV- average image and 
reference  fields were to be  used they would end up being  independent 
of position because of assumed atmospheric homogeniety.    Short 
exposures are reguired because  temporal  averaging effectively brings 
into actior too many ensemble member, with similar results. 

The second point, although well  known, reeds documenting.     It 
concerns the telescope aperture size requirements.     If i telescope 
aperture is much less than Fried's coherence length,  r0, then the reso- 
lution element size is large arid motionless.    As the aperture size is 
increased the individual  image elements move about, but maintain shape. 
At this time the image would appear distorted so that a grid of sharp 
straight lines would appear as a grid of sharp but wavy lines.    In such 
a situation image detail  remain:, but relative dfst^CSS must be 
inferred.    As the telescope aperture becomes still  larger the airy 
disc pattern becomes degraded,  i.e., broken up.     It seems  reasonable 
that in the medium aperture situation with the wavy lines that a fair 
amount of detail   is still  available.    Further, much information about 
relative dimensions can be inferred by trying to identify lines that 
were obviously straight, such as construction lines or edges. 

The more difficult problem occurs when the point response 
function has been broken up so that detail  is lost.    In such a situation 
the restoration will  cause the most gain in information about the object 
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If Uw distortion of straight lines is VH- Uniting crlter 
then possibly the isjpldndtic patch could be estimated from angle of 
arrival  correlations.    The requirement is basically that liqht from 
the reference source and from all  points on the object exhibit the 
same tilt fluctuations so that all  imane points move simultaneously. 
The typical  limiting case woild occur when liqht from two point 
sources had arrival  anqle structure functions comparai/le to the 
diffra(.,tion limited uno'rtaintv  indexed bv airy d ZO.     This 
concept has not. yet been pursued. 

Another point concerns the definition of the   soplenatic patch. 
It should be closely related to factors   . quality. 
Two of these have already been suggested   i.arry, 1971).    They are m«1 

Rayleigh resolution of a restored point spread Function and the Strvhl 
ratio.    One measures the  r» solution of the rvstorod image, and thi 
Oiher, using the relative height of the point response  function, gives 
an indication of contrast improvement.    Anocher indicator for resolution 
might be the percentage decrease in integral  scale width under the 
operation of restoration.    There  is also a fidelity cruerionv the 
normalized mean square difference uetween object and image intensities. 
It might be helpful   if these quantities could be calculated by inte- 
grations either in the imaqe plane or in the aperture plane, aperture 
plane analysis being often ccnvfc^ie.it.    Thus we see that isoplanatic 
patch ap(lies to instantaneous records  (photographs or holograms) 
where a point reference is used to supply information on the degradation 
The concept is most useful  when the image is not only distorted, 
but also blurred.    Finally the definition of isoplanatic patch should 
be basically couched in terms of how the imaqe is d'uraded. 

II.       Ki.Sl ORATION MODI I 

It was decided to investigate the restoration process based on 
a simple model.    Since the process  is in essence an instantaneous onr 
an approach was chosen that deals with the instantaneous   Meld.    It 
was also decided to wor^ with an extremelv simple situation, that is 
one degraded image being restored with a degraded point reference 
source.    Further it was decided to center the work initially on the 
Fourier transform restoration scheme.    The last two items are in 
harmony with experiments already in progress at RADC. 

The procedure is to use a pol^romial expansion that could be 
truncated to afford maximum sirnpli*'1 cation.    Among the polynomial 
representations considered we;e  Fourier series  representations of 
either the aperture plane or image plane fields or intensities 
along with the cor'-esponding sumphng function  representation of the 
associated transform plane.    The Gaussian-He »-mite or prolate spher- 
oidal  function representations of the aperture plane or image plane 
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field or intensities were also considered.    Further a Karhunen-Loeve 
series based on the field correlation was contemolated.    A series 
expansion of tne aperture plane phase was considered and chosen because 
it has some background (Fried,  196b), because the series appears to 
conve:.ge after a very small  number of terms, and because the series 
gives a chance to isolate the effects of w^efront tilt from those 
of higher order distortions.    This  represer tation assumes negligible 
amplitude fluctuations; obviocly an aporoximation.    However it is 
noped that the ensuing simolicity will  speed the results.    Partner, 
the  situation approaches that for 10.6 micron radiation at tne   <ADC 
propagation range. 

III.    CALCULATION 

We now proceed to examine on a somewhat prM iminary basis the 
process of restoration, assuminq the  incoming field to have  the form 

(1) 

In Eq.   (1) 

E ■ Eo exp(j;). 

where the polynomials Fn(x,y) are equivalent to those defined by Fried 
(Fried, 1965), but normalized for a square aperture of side a. 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(2d) 

(2e) 

(2f) 

1 " a 

/3    x 
2 "    a a/2 

. ft X 
3 '    a a/2! 

i 3 rr , 2     ! 
4 = a 2 J?    {x    + y (a2/6))/(a/2)2 

(2/5/7/2)(x^ - y^)/(a/2) 

6 - (3/a)(xy)/(a/2)\ 
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Those polynomials are chosen ortnonortnal  so that 

(3) I. (r)l   (r)w(r)(lr 

/here 

w(r; = y 

a 
2 
(i 

2 

a x      , 

y 

: 0 otherwise 

The two-dimensional  spatial  spectruni W(r) of the  iC) image- 
plane intensity is 

(M M(K) -   ~\ H7)e*K ' '  d, 

d d 
(2  )2 - 

ane coo 
the standard sum and difference variables 

d'ti'. * Sr)E*(n- ,- )w(r - ^)w(    i %), ■ 2V'"V     ■ 2k/"v !      2k 

where the apertur-e plane coordinates n  and r2 have been replaced by 

and 

'■ = r2 " rl 

r2 ♦ r, 

and      has been identified with rd/k   (d is the image plarie distance). 
In order to evaluate the expression for W(K;) we first consider the 

expression E(n - ^-) E*(r| + ^^r).    Upon inserting tl^e expressions for 

the F^r)  from Eqs.   (2) into Eq.   (1) and simplifying, we obtain 

(5) E{n -.^EMn + fe 
2k 

E^ exo o VJ,1^ in*m - FJn -fe) 2k Tk 

-  Eo ^Pjfo +   ("xBxx^ + "xBvy'y +  '7 V * +   -Vy^ \ 

■^■MM^M^^^Wi 
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where 

{6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

(6d) 

:o - 2.'3(d/a k H«^'x+d3'y* 

Bxx - 6.V? (a,, ♦ a5)  (d/2k)2/(a/2)3 

^.y ' Byx r 6a6(d/2k)2/(a/2)3 

Byy - 6/572   [%A  - d5)(d/2k)2/(d/2)3. 

Inserting the expression in Eq.   (5) into L'q.   (4) and performi ig the 
n integration gives 

(7) H(^ = 
2, .2     j;0   Sin[{(ka/d)-   'x   ){Bxx"x+Bxv-V^ 

4E2(d/2^)2 e   0 k{B   < '&   ^ X   ^ y 
xx x    xy y' 

tln[((WJ).|Kv|)(BtvC/Bm.1,)] 
k(B r+s ; ) 

yy y   xy x' 

Equation  (7) is the basic expression  for the in'tantaneous intensity 
spectrum. 

There are several  points worth noting.    First, if the wavefront 
aberration coefficients  (an in Eq.   (1)) go to zero, then the expression 
reduces to the triangular function as expected.    Second the wavefront 
tilt terms a^ and 33 act only to shift the image and not to distort 
the shape, also as expected.    Third, W(r) does not factor into a 
function of »     times a function of -y.    This arises because of the 
term BXy which is proportional  to the distortion coefficient ae-    Indeed 
this is expected because Fßtr) is the only term that mixes x and y. 

We now use the expression for the degraded image spectrum to 
give an  indication of the restored 'mage spectrum.    Assume that two 
point sources are Imaged, and that both have intensity spectra of the 
form in Eq.   (7).    Then *,he restored image spectrum W0(. ) will have 
the form 



(8) 
0        M'CT) v xx x     <y y     yy y   xy x 

si^(Wd).|., X^/Vy'J5"' ((ka/cli-  t;'Vj''B'" : 
swiroar ;; rag ^J v)- jnqniaTJri^iTn^X 

The primes  indicate that tne wavefront distortion 
BJI'S have different values from those in the 
different atmospheric paths. 

Blj 
coefficients in the 
s, due to possibly 

Nothing has been said about the definition of W0(. ) outside 
the range -(ka/d) y. 

+(ka/d).     It, in principle, could be chosen 
by analytically continuing the two    pectra W(. ) and W (r) and then 
using the quotient of the continut-d parts  (Harris,  1971).    For a less 
laborious approach,  it could arbitrarily be chosen as zero.     In the 
situation where perfect restoration  is obtained W0(. ) ■  1   for    •>,  , 

• y       ak'd.    This would imply a   (sinx)/x function for the restored 
mage intensity, a contradiction since the intensity can not be 

negative.    One miaht define W0(. ) to be unity everywhere outside the 
region    .x;1ak/d,   |icy|<ak/d, giving an imoulse function for the perfectly 
restored image.    However for imperfectly restored images,  it would give 
an impulse function plus a second function no matter now poor the 
restoration, which seems unreasonable.    Possibly a Gaussian function 
exponential  or a Hanning type roundoff in both the x and y directions 
would provide a reasonable  first compromise. 

The function W0(. ) has some  interesting properties.     If the 
distortion coefficients 04---a^ and a^-a^ are respectively equal, 
then W0(. ) ■  1  indicating perfect restoration.    If a4-'a5 do not 
equal  the respective a^-'-a^ then W0(. ) will have singularities whure 
W (. ) ■ 0.    Presumably the singularity is very close to a zero if the 
distortion coefficients do not differ by much.    Further the effect of 
the singularities goes to zero as the corresponding zeros approach.    How- 
ever singularities must still  be  reckoned with. 

The effect of the singi/.arities can be semi-qualitatively con- 
sidered by examining a somewhat similar case.    Consider the function 

,(-)' 

(9) HjO ) • 
:-{ w ' 

, -. 
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then 

(10)    f{W,) ■ 1 

2'    J 
W3(. Id 

• 

o 
I 

2 - 

j'0x(l   +  ;   ) -jx'd   +    - ) 

e dx" e n sgn(x-x,M' 
•ox 

.  2 

whore sgnix) ■ x/|x|.    The  "n'storod image" function  1 i^)  in Eq.   (10) 
has one desired property, namely  that  if the two functions are  identical, 
so that the roots of both the nunerdtor and dernminatur in Eq.   (9) are 
at identical   locations,  then      = 0 and a perfect restoration  is achieved. 
If such is not the case,  the  "restored image" is imperfect:    it has 
negative intensity regions,    Tne-e ar^ bad features for well-behaved 
intensity functions.    Equation  ('0) has imaginary parts but these cancel 
for the function W0(. ) because t e poles a-^e symmetrically located. 

Although the results of Eq.   (10) are based on the replacement 
function in Eq.   (9), there is no reason to believe that the -.ame results 
will not be obtained using the restored spectrum in Eq,   (8) 

Equation  (10) describes image plane behavior ind is therefore 
in a form to be used for the definition of isoplanatic patch,    for 
example,  the magnitude of the second term in Eq.   (10) is po'.itivi" and 
goes to zero for perfect restoration.    The  ratio of that to the average 
value of the first term would give an indication of the  relativi' 
effect of fie lack of isoplanaticity.    The coefficients  In the        .ire 
proportional  to the wavefront distortion coefficients   (see Eqs,  {6b) and 
(8)), and might be estimated by using the nan squan  valuei of   ' 
distortion coefficients derived using turbulent  atmospherl«   flu  .uations. 
This definUion will not be recommended particularly at  this  tine;  it 
is only used as an example. 

The discussion presented, although preliminary, does present an 
approach to the problem of defining isoplanatic patch in the pr- 
of some problems in using the Fourier transform approach to restorotion. 

IV.      SUMMARY 

This  report has presented a preliminary discussion of some 
concepts and problems associated with the derivation of an expression 
for isoplanatic patch size.    First the situation was considered in 
general  defining the case where isoplanatic patch might be a useful 
concept and how it should best be defined.    Then a particular model 
for an atmospherically distorted wavefront was chosen ar.d based upon 
that model  a possible approach to defining isoplanatic patch was 
indicated. 
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